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Doping in Sports 2006
the use of performance enhancing substances by athletes has a long history predating the
ancient greek olympiads this report compares anti doping policies for performance enhancing
substances among the olympic movement and three professional sports major league baseball the
nba and the nfl

An Illustrated Guide 2000
doping the use of performance enhancing substances and methods has long been a high profile
issue in sport but in recent years it has also become an issue in wider society this important
new book examines doping as a public health issue drawing on a multi disciplinary set of
perspectives to explore the prevalence significance and consequences of doping in wider
society it introduces the epidemiology of doping examines the historical context and explores
the social behavioural legal ethical and political aspects of doping the book also discusses
possible interventions for addressing the problem on organisational and societal levels doping
and public health incorporates the latest research to provide a comprehensive guide to the key
aspects of doping as a social phenomenon divided into six parts this collection of studies
offers detailed insight into ideals of health and fitness in today s society reasons behind
the use of doping medical and social consequences of doping the importance of a doping free
society challenges to the detection and prevention of doping the global anti doping movement
this book is a valuable resource for sport students instructors and sport professionals and
will also be of interest to educators and policy makers working in the areas of health
criminology sociology and law



Doping and Public Health 2016-03-31
athletes are always aiming to be faster better stronger new techniques to enhance their
sporting performance have increasingly been linked to use of novel psychoactive substances nps
and other hard to detect substances like performance enhancing drugs this book offers a timely
analysis of the new challenges posed by this phenomenon in the anti doping community the
authors present the first comprehensive perspective on the rapidly shifting doping scenario
and reflect on use regulation policy and market structure of nps used in sports they highlight
the challenges with the list of prohibited substances and methods in and out of competition
they also evaluate how methods to detect new drugs present an ongoing battle for doping
control as they have to be adapted constantly topics covered within the chapters include
contamination of sports supplements with novel psychoactive substances untested supplement use
among athletes an overlooked phenomenon international drug control protecting the health of
the athlete analysis of new chemical entities in a sport context emerging drugs in sport
establishes a clear benchmark on the policy discussion drawing from available evidence and
sources including athletes personal experiences to generate a fact based resource that informs
a research as well as wider audience the book is essential reading for those working in anti
doping substance misuse sports ethics and human enhancement it also is useful for policy
makers legislative personnel and other professionals with an interest in protecting clean
sport doping is one of the greatest threats to the integrity of sport we must never be tempted
to turn our back on the problem and hope it will disappear the benefits and values of clean
sport have never been more important to the world that is why this book with its wide ranging
approach is so valuable thomas bach president international olympic committee physical
activity is vital to a healthy living which is why doping is not just an assault on fair
competition but also on health i strongly commend this book for compiling advanced knowledge
on performance enhancing drugs and promoting health through sport tedros adhanom ghebreyesus
director general world health organization



Emerging Drugs in Sport 2021-11-16
doping represents the dark side of amateur and professional sports in order to protect
athletes around the globe anti doping rules are continuously revised and improved this
publication reviews the current regulatory framework scientific aspects future approaches and
social and ethical dimensions of the fight against doping in sport prominent experts on the
implementation of anti doping strategies as well as leading researchers in science and
medicine have contributed to this publication in keeping with its interdisciplinary origin the
book is intended for athletes coaches students scientists anti doping officials and all others
interested in anti doping and sports ranging from legal and educational to scientific and
medical issues this collection emphasizes the need for a multidisciplinary approach and the
importance of preventative strategies in the fight against doping in sports

Acute Topics in Anti-Doping 2017-06-02
this book provides a detailed overview about the mass spectrometry of numerous classes of
therapeutics and agents relevant to doping control laboratories the necessity of various
analyzers enabling the detection of low and high molecular weight drugs as well as the
discrimination between endogenously produced and synthetically derived compounds typical
assays including sample preparation chromatographic separation and mass spectrometric analysis
are presented highlighting the comprehensiveness of drug testing in modern doping control
laboratories provided by publisher

Mass Spectrometry in Sports Drug Testing 2010
bonds armstrong landis giambi palmeiro all are on an ever growing list of prominent athletes



whose names have come up in relation to sports doping an important issue that will remain in
the news for years to come this book explores this headline issue it explains what doping is
offers a brief history and discusses anabolic steroids and other performance enhancing drugs
describing the pressures that athletes face it looks at why some feel forced to cheat society
and media s roles are addressed as well as the possible effects on young people today legal
and legislative issues are also discussed including congressional hearings testing and anti
doping laws

Monitoring and analysis of doping substances 2007-08-15
drug use and abuse represents perhaps the most profound and high profile issue facing sport
today each major international championship seems to deliver a new drug related controversy
while drug takers and sports administrators attempt to out manoeuvre each other with new
substances and new testing procedures drugs in sport 3rd editionis a fully revised and updated
version of the most comprehensive and authoritative text available on the subject leading
figures in the field explore the hard science behind every major class of drug as well as the
social ethical and organisational dimensions to the issue key topics include analysis of all
the key substances including anabolic steroids epo and human growth hormone alcohol and social
drug use in sport creatine and nutritional supplements evidence and issues around doping
control in sport this is a highly accessible text for all sports science and sports studies
students coaches and professional sports people and sports administrators and policy makers

Doping 2003-09-01
the use of alcohol and drugs seems contradictory to the popular ideal of sport as a healthy
moral and physical pursuit and yet it has been present in sports culture since clubs first
became the focus for competitive games and social gatherings charting the changing patterns of



the use of drugs and alcohol since the nineteenth century this is a critical history that
relates substance consumption and regulation to social relations of power sports men and women
almost revelling in their deviance and leaving the moral agonising to their supposed superiors
in addition certain substances have become at various times the focus of heightened
controversy raising questions about the symbolism of the body in sport its uses and behaviours
and associated perceptions these questions are tackled here in a lively discussion on the
social construction of drug and alcohol use ideal as a catalyst for debate or as an informed
introduction to the hottest topic in sport today this book was previously published as a
special issue of sport in history

Drugs in Sport 2013-09-13
the aim of the anti doping work is to prevent the use of substances and methods that are
hazardous for health and or improve performance to ensure the right to fair and pure sports
and to control the adherence to the ethical principles of sports and medicine the national
anti doping committees are responsible for doping control of athletes who participate in
organized sports they continually update doping regulations that are based on the regulations
of world anti doping agency wada wada ama org this article describes the general principles of
anti doping regulation and provides guidance and examples for some common situations whenever
there is uncertainty check the facts at the website of your national anti doping organization
or wada

Drugs, Alcohol and Sport 2004
from a 1998 conference sponsored by the amateur athletic foundation of los angeles 11 studies
cover the science of doping and testing its history ethics and social context and its politics
among them are a comparison of how canada russia and china have responded to doping scandals



involving their athletes annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Doping Search Guide 2004 2014-10-01
this book examines sports doping from production and distribution detection and punishment
detailing the daily operations of the trade and its gray area as a semi legal market the
authors cover important issues ranging from athletes most at risk to the role of organized
crime in sports doping and whether sports governing bodies are enabling the trade challenges
for law enforcement and legislation and efforts to control ped use in the worldwide sports
community and among aspiring athletes are also discussed in depth the book s extensive
research estimates the demand for performance enhancing products traces the route from legal
substances to illegal uses identifies classes of suppliers and their methods of operation
tracks typical distribution systems from suppliers to users examines the economics of the
market prices profits revenue assesses the state of anti doping law enforcement efforts
starting with an unprecedented case study in italy the intense scrutiny from one pivotal
country yields a potential template for research and policy on a world scale doping and sport
makes solid contributions to the work of researchers in criminology and criminal justice
particularly with an interest in corruption drug trafficking and criminal networks researchers
in sports science and public health and policymakers

Doping in sports 2001
the use of illegal performance enhancing drugs in elite sport known as doping is hidden in
nature and increasingly widespread recent local and international doping scandals involving
professional cyclists and football players have brought the issue of drugs in sport under
greater scrutiny catching drug cheats is essential if sports are to be conducted fairly and if
harmful health effects from drug abuse are to be avoided a number of sports are plagued by



suspicions that many top athletes resort to drug taking to enhance their performance through
the use of such substances as anabolic steroids human growth hormone erythropoietin epo beta
blockers stimulants and diuretics this book examines anti doping regulation in australia and
globally and presents a range of opinions on the ethics of drugs in sport elite sports people
are always seeking a competitive edge to break records and win sometimes at an ethical cost
what substances and methods are considered doping and how can regulation and testing ensure
all athletes have a sporting chance should drug cheats continue to be punished for doping or
should doping even be made legal

Doping in Elite Sport 2013-09-14
from turn of the century horseracing to the monolithic anti doping attitudes now supported by
sporting organizations the development of anti doping ideology has spread throughout modern
sport yet heretofore few historians have explored the many ways that international sport has
responded to doping this book seeks to fill that gap by examining different aspects of sport s
global efforts to respond to athletes doping by incorporating cultural political and feminist
histories that examine international responses to doping this special issue aims to better
articulate the narrative of doping the work starts with the first mention of doping in any
sport it examines not only the first efforts to ban doping but also the athletes who sought
performance enhancers focusing on specific framing events authors in this issue examine how
history of doping and how it has indelibly marked the sporting landscape the result is a work
with both breadth and focus from stories of japanese swimmers to italian runners to american
jockeys the work spans the range of doping history at the same time the authors remain focused
around one single issue the history of doping in sport this bookw as published as a special
issue of the international journal of the history of sport



The Sports Doping Market 2013
the temptation to enhance athletes performance with substances is great when fame money and
national pride are involved from the early days of professional sports both human and animal
athletes have tried to improve their strength and endurance with a range of steroids hormones
and other drugs antidoping regulations established by every conceivable sport seek to ensure
fairness on the playing field yet deception occurs widely whether from state sponsored doping
regimens or individual efforts in this collection of articles readers will gain a nuanced view
of the issues and people involved in the most pivotal news about doping in the sports world

Doping and Drugs in Sport 2016-03-22
the temptation to enhance athletes performance with substances is great when fame money and
national pride are involved from the early days of professional sports both human and animal
athletes have tried to improve their strength and endurance with a range of steroids hormones
and other drugs antidoping regulations established by every conceivable sport seek to ensure
fairness on the playing field yet deception occurs widely whether from state sponsored doping
regimens or individual efforts in this collection of articles readers will gain a nuanced view
of the issues and people involved in the most pivotal news about doping in the sports world

A Global History of Doping in Sport 2018-12-15
doping has become one of the most important and high profile issues in contemporary sport
shocking cases such as that of lance armstrong and the us postal cycling team have exposed the
complicated relationships between athletes teams physicians sports governing bodies drugs
providers and judicial systems all locked in a constant struggle for competitive advantage the



routledge handbook of drugs and sport is simply the most comprehensive and authoritative
survey of social scientific research on this hugely important issue ever to be published it
presents an overview of key topics problems ideas concepts and cases across seven thematic
sections which include chapters addressing the history of doping in sport philosophical
approaches to understanding doping the development of anti doping policy studies of doping in
seven major sports including athletics cycling baseball and soccer in depth analysis of four
of the most prominent doping scandals in history namely ben johnson institutionalized doping
in the former gdr the 1998 tour de france and lance armstrong wada and the national anti
doping organizations key contemporary debates around strict liability the criminalization of
doping and zero tolerance versus harm reduction doping outside of elite sport in gyms the
military and the police with contributions from many of the world s leading researchers into
drugs and sport this book is the perfect starting point for any advanced student researcher
policy maker coach or administrator looking to develop their understanding of an issue that
has had and will continue to have a profound impact on the development of sport

Doping 2018-12-15
doping brings together the proceedings of an international seminar on doping organized by the
research committee of unesco s international council of sport and physical education and held
in belgium in may 1964 the papers explore the doping problem in sports and physical education
using a multidisciplinary approach with emphasis on the pharmacological biochemical
psychological ethical social and juridical aspects of doping this volume is comprised of 13
chapters and begins with an overview of the general and pharmacological aspects of doping
along with the essential points in the objections against doping the following chapters deal
with the epidemiology of doping and antidoping strategies the problem of doping in horse
racing methods for qualitative detection and quantitative estimation of dosage of doping
agents and psychological aspects of doping the results of a comparative study of some doping



agents are also presented subsequent chapters consider research findings on different doping
substances used by sportsmen the effects of drugs on muscular performance and athletic
performance and the use of doping substances in the preparation of athletes the final chapters
look at the ethical and juridical aspects of doping this book will be a useful resource for
pharmacologists as well as athletes and sports officials

Doping 2015-06-19
in this provocative and thought provoking book professor of ethics thomas søbirk petersen
explains why the world anti doping agency s doping rules are poorly justified and makes a case
for a new third way in anti doping policy that would allow athletes to use substances and
methods currently on wada s prohibited list the book identifies clarifies and challenges the
central arguments that are used in the often highly emotional debates around doping and argues
strongly that open dialogue about doping is essential as it defines the territory in which
athletes physicians managers coaches and pharmaceutical companies can operate safely it is
rooted in the theory of ethics and illustrated with real cases examples and experiences from
sport at all levels from the auto biographical to some of the most high profile doping cases
in history this is an essential addition to the bookshelves of researchers and students of
sports studies like sports philosophy sports law sports medicine and the sociology of sport
and a fascinating read for anybody interested in the darker side of sport and in its possible
futures

Routledge Handbook of Drugs and Sport 2013-10-22
as ongoing high profile drug scandals have demonstrated sports organisations rarely have a
coherent strategy to manage the role and relationship their sport has with different types of
drugs from alcohol to supplements to prescription drugs to doping this important and timely



book argues that drug control led integrity management of sport is more than an ideological
battle around doping the relationship sport has with the drugs industry has become a much
broader management problem the breadth of the problem compels stakeholders in sport including
athletes coaches fans public servants and sports managers to understand better the issues in
pursuit of effective strategies and responses drawing on cutting edge management theory this
book explores the dilemma of drugs in sport it introduces the policy and business contexts
that have shaped responses to this issue and examines its significance to sport and integrity
management including human resource management marketing and risk management it discusses
practical management concerns such as working with scientists and anti doping organisations
and offers clear recommendations for the future management of sports integrity the first book
to offer a complete framework for a drugs management strategy for sport managing drugs in
sport is essential reading for all advanced students researchers and practitioners working in
sport management sport business sport policy sport governance and business ethics

Doping 2020-10-12
drug abuse in sport has now become an acute international problem which undermines the
integrity of sport and is a real danger to the health of thousands of athletes the second
edition of this publication has been updated to take account of new forms of drug abuse in the
sports world as well as developments in genetic engineering and gene therapy it also contains
a list of useful internet sources a key finding is that the control of doping including the
harmonisation of both practice and policy among the major world sports bodies requires a re
evaluation of the direction of future anti doping policy particularly in the light of the
recent establishment of the world anti doping agency



Doping in Sport 2016-10-04
this is the first book to focus on the problem of performance enhancing substances and methods
also known as doping in sports from african perspectives placing traditional african thinking
and indigenous knowledge systems at the centre of the analysis the book shines new light on
the distinctive characteristics of african sporting cultures doping practices the management
of anti doping and new methods for preventing doping in sports that take into account african
value systems the book draws on multi disciplinary work from philosophy ethics sociology
history and political science and presents real world case studies of doping and anti doping
from across the african continent it explores key themes and sites in african sport culture
and society including african art traditional medicine attitudes towards doping in africa
sport policy education systems media and communications and the problem of privacy in african
sports the book also considers the uniquely african challenges in anti doping against the
background of wada policy and practice and wider international anti doping efforts this book
is fascinating reading for students and researchers with an interest in sport studies african
studies crime and deviance or public policy and for sports administrators sports policy makers
or practitioners working in international national or regional sports organisations

Managing Drugs in Sport 2002-01-01
in the pursuit of more muscle enhanced strength sustained endurance and idealised physiques an
increasing number of elite athletes recreational sport enthusiasts and body conscious gym
users are turning to performance and image enhancing drugs and substances pieds in many
instances such use occurs with little regard for the health social and economic consequences
this book presents a nuanced evidence based examination of pieds it provides a classification
of pieds types physical impacts rates of use user profiles legal and sporting status and



remedial program interventions covering both elite and recreational use it offers the perfect
guide to assist students government policy makers and sport managers in understanding the
complex issues surrounding pieds consumption

Dying to Win 2023-12-21
doping is undoubtedly one of the most controversial issues within sport doping scandals wreck
the careers of sportsmen and women they can bankrupt governing bodies infringe personal
liberties threaten livelihoods tarnish images galvanise the european union undermine the
olympic movement and invoke invective from politicians in recent years sports law has
developed into one of the most exciting and challenging legal disciplines and the importance
of the law in doping matters has been heightened by the influx of money into sport and the
development of sport as a global economy drugs and doping in sport brings together work from
leading academics practitioners and administrators analyses contemporary socio legal and
political themes related to doping in sport it provides a challenging and often controversial
view of doping issues and confronts political and legal orthodoxy supplying the reader with a
unique insight into this fascinating area of academic study

Doping and Anti-Doping in Africa 2018-06-18
doping in cycling interdisciplinary perspectives provides an up to date overview of the
knowledge about doping and anti doping in the sport that has dominated doping headlines for at
least two decades it critically addresses overarching questions related to doping and anti
doping and topical issues being raised in the agenda of policy makers at the global level the
book features cross disciplinary contributions from international leading scholars in sports
sociology history philosophy psychology and criminology and even beyond human and social
sciences split into three parts the use and supply of doping products threats on cycling and



opportunities for anti doping and issues controversies and stakes it covers topics such as
changing patterns of drug use in professional cycling the impact of scientific advances on
doping in cycling whether cycling teams can prevent doping whistleblowing on doping in cycling
and how to improve the credibility of the sport this is a vital resource for researchers
students policy makers anti doping organisations and sports federations and an important read
for anyone involved in elite cycling

Performance and Image Enhancing Drugs and Substances
2013-03-04
this book provides a comprehensive introduction to one of the most controversial issues in
modern society steroid abuse among athletes as well as to the ongoing debate over the use and
misuse of illegal substances in amateur and professional sporting events now in its second
edition this book provides readers with updated critical and objective information about
steroids and doping in sports the first two chapters deal with the history and background of
steroids and doping in sports in addition to current problems controversies and possible
solutions additionally they provide readers with the background to understand the nature of
the problems involving steroid use and doping in sports in the united states and worldwide new
to this edition is the perspectives chapter composed of diverse voices this chapter allows
readers to gain insight from scholars athletes journalists and others who have a stake in the
issues remaining chapters provide a variety of research tools such as primary documents and
biographical profiles for readers to use in continuing their research other resources include
a chronology a glossary and an extensive annotated bibliography



Drugs & Doping in Sports 2018-12-20
the work of dope testers is constantly being obstructed by the development of ever harder to
trace new forms of banned substances organisations such as the world anti doping association
and the united states anti doping agency are pioneering cutting edge techniques designed to
keep competition at the highest level fair and safe and must ensure that their drug testing
laboratories adhere to the highest scientific standards in pharmacology doping and sports
these techniques and procedures are explained by the anti doping experts who practice them
broad ranging in scope this book examines the effects of performance enhancing substances on
the athlete s health the role of anti doping procedures as an ethical question and explains
the background to and the emergence of the anti doping movement the book also offers in depth
analysis of key scientific matters such as standard analytical and diagnostic tests for sports
doping regulatory standards for laboratory proficiency common performance enhancing techniques
such as anabolic and designer steroids blood doping growth hormones and gene doping carbon
isotope ratio testing written by some of the world s leading authorities on the science of
sports doping pharmacology doping and sports provides an invaluable study of up to the minute
anti doping techniques this book is essential reading for all sports scientists coaches policy
makers students and athletes interested in the science or ethics of doping in sport

Doping in Cycling 2018-04-04
drug free sport is an unattainable aspiration in this critical paradigm shifting reappraisal
of contemporary drug policy in sport bob stewart and aaron smith argue that drug use in sport
is an inexorable consequence of the nature structure and culture of sport itself by de
mythologising and de moralising the assumptions that prop up current drug management controls
and re emphasising the importance of the long term well being and civil rights of the athlete



they offer a powerful argument for creating a legitimate space for drug use in sport the book
offers a broad ranging overview of the social and commercial pressures impelling drug use and
maps the full historical and social extent of the problem with policy analysis at the centre
of the discussion the book explores the complete range of social management policy scientific
technological and health issues around drugs in sport highlighting the irresolvable tension
between the zero tolerance model as advanced by wada and the harm reduction approach adopted
by drug education and treatment agencies while there are no simple solutions as long as drugs
use is endemic in wider society the authors argue that a more nuanced and progressive approach
is required in order to safeguard and protect the health social liberty and best interests of
athletes and sports people as well as the value of sport itself

Steroids and Doping in Sports 2008-10-27
doping in sports and the fight against it has gained increasing attention in recent years the
pharmacological basis for a possible performance enhancement in competitive sport through the
administration of prohibited substances and methods as well as the analytical disclosure of
such practices are comprehensively covered in 21 contributions by outstanding and distinctive
authors

Pharmacology, Doping and Sports 2014-01-10
cover sub title strasbourg 16 11 1989 doping in sport this treaty has been signed by the uk
government parallel texts in english and french parallel title convention contre le dopage



Rethinking Drug Use in Sport 2009-12-18
the great tour de france scandal of 1998 was the first time ever that political forces
intervened to lay bare the comprehensive doping practices of popular athletes the essays in
this book show that athletes who dope and those who pursue them are trapped in a fateful
conflict far more complicated than the familiar story line suggests doping and public policy
argues that the current strategy of condemnation and surveillance is not enough and that it is
time to rethink anti doping policy in the global context where it belongs

Doping in Sports 1989-01-01
this is the first book to draw together cutting edge research on the psychological processes
underlying doping use in sport and exercise thereby filling an important gap in our
understanding of this centrally important issue in contemporary sport covering diverse areas
of psychology such as social cognition automatic and controlled processes moral decision
making and societal and contextual influence on behaviour the book also explores
methodological considerations surrounding doping assessment in psychological research as well
as future directions for evidence based preventive interventions and anti doping education
written by a team of leading international researchers from countries including the us canada
australia the uk greece germany italy denmark and ireland the book integrates empirical
findings with theoretical guidance for future psychological research on doping and illuminates
the challenges needs and priorities in contemporary doping prevention it is important reading
for advanced students and researchers in sport and exercise science sport management and sport
policy and will open up new perspectives for professional coaches sports administrators policy
makers and sport medicine specialists looking to better understand the doping behaviours of
athletes in sport



Anti-doping Convention 2004
the book explores the changing landscape of anti doping investigations which now largely
centre on the collection of intelligence about doping through processes such as surveillance
interviews with witnesses and interrogation of athletes it examines why and how investigative
processes hitherto typically reserved for serious crimes have been co opted by anti doping
agencies into a situation where their potential for harm has received little or no critical
consideration this book highlights the opportunities and threats inherent in adopting new
investigative processes it is expected that many of the same problems that have engulfed
forensic investigations over the last two decades such as miscarriages of justice are likely
to surface in future anti doping investigations drawing on empirical research and theory from
a range of disciplines including forensic psychology criminology policing law sports
management and policy studies this book fills a scholarly vacuum on the investigation of
doping through non biological detection methods

Doping and Public Policy 2015-07-16
the use of illicit drugs to improve sporting performance known as doping is common in elite
sport because of the hidden nature of doping in sport accurate statistics are difficult to
obtain however the pressures on many athletes to succeed at any cost continues to fuel
significant levels of drug abuse in sport in spite of improved modern testing regimes catching
drug cheats is essential if sports are to be conducted fairly and if harmful health effects
from drug abuse are to be avoided a number of sports are plagued by suspicions that many top
athletes resort to drug taking to enhance their performance through the use of such substances
as anabolic steroids human growth hormone erythropoietin epo beta blockers stimulants and
diuretics what substances and methods are banned in competitive sport and how can they aid



performance and harm the body what are the latest anti doping measures and how should drug
cheats be dealt with chapter 1 drug use in sportchapter 2 anti doping in sportglossary facts
and figures additional resources index

The Psychology of Doping in Sport 2016-11-10
why has doping both as a practice and a social phenomenon been approached largely as a
question of context sport or fitness individuals may use substances to enhance sporting
performance or within the framework of gym and fitness culture to create a perfect body but
clearly people who dope are not bound to a singular context it is quite the opposite as
individuals weave between and move across various settings in their trajectories to and from
doping as goals identities ambitions and lifestyles change over time still these stark
categorizations often made in public discourse and reinforced by scholars have continued to
ignore these lived experiences and limited our understanding of doping building on data
gathered through ethnographic fieldwork studies of online doping communities and in depth case
studies this book embraces the challenge of moving beyond traditional and historical doping
dichotomies such as those of sport or fitness online or offline pleasure or harm masculinity
or femininity and health or harm and in a sociologically informed analysis it develops new
terminology to understand trajectories to and from doping it argues there are multiple ways to
understand doped bodies and doping practices and that we must approach these questions from
the perspective of both and rather than either or by imploding these divisions it offers
updated and nuanced ways of both empirically and theoretically rethinking doping use and
experiences attached to the practice



Detecting Doping in Sport 2008
drugs sport and the law

Performance Enhancing Drugs 2021-06-30
the debate around the role of drugs in sport is vibrant there is a wealth of evidence from the
hard end of science telling us how drugs work how drug testing works and how many athletes
have fallen foul of the system the evidence from social science is still building momentum for
example what makes an athlete use a performance enhancing substance to win simply fails to
explain the drug use behaviour we see among athletes this book provides a foundation for
anyone trying to understand the drugs in sport problem beyond the hard science by looking at
the people factor from different perspectives after building a case for the social science of
drugs in sport it is examined from the ethical sociological economic legal and psychological
points of view the book concludes with a definitive statement about what researchers policy
makers sports administrators athletes and fans can do to achieve a social science of drugs in
sport that puts people firmly in the centre of the debate this volume was published as a
special issue of sport in society

Performance Cultures and Doped Bodies 2001
with every positive drugs test the credibility and veracity of modern elite sport is
diminished in this radical and provocative critique of current anti doping policy and practice
verner møller argues that the fight against doping promoted as an initiative to cleanse sport
of cheats is at heart nothing less than a battle to save sport from itself located on the
fault line between the will to purity and the will to win drawing on extensive and detailed



case studies of doping in sport and using a highly original blend of conceptual ideas from
philosophy and sociology møller strongly criticises current anti doping regimes and challenges
our commonly held ideas about the nature of sport and the risks posed by drugs to health and
fair play he argues forcefully that we must understand the precarious position of the athlete
and that only by containing coaches doctors and drug companies within the anti doping regime
can we hope to ever make progress on this most important issue written in a lively and
engaging style and skilfully blending empirical case studies with cutting edge theory this
book represents an important statement on the nature of sport morality and modernity it is
important reading for all serious students and scholars of the ethics sociology and politics
of sport

Drugs, Sport and the Law 2013-09-13

Towards a Social Science of Drugs in Sport 2009-09-10

The Ethics of Doping and Anti-Doping
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